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In this papr we introduce the class of adamant digraphs. ese are the digraphs with the 
property that for any two vertices x and yP the set of successors ofx and the set of successors of 
y are either disjoint or (inclusionwii) comparable. Those adamant digraphs whose inverse 
digraph is also adamant are called inflexible. This subclass includes many previously baown 
classes, e.g. minimal series-parallel digraphs and Ferrers digraphs. For both adamant and 
inflexible digraphs we give alternative characterizations and linear-time recognition algorithms. 
The special case of symmetric adamant digraphs is investigated. 
In this paper we introduce of adamant digraphs an exible 
digraphs. The latter class w se adamant digraphs whose mverse 
digraph is also adamant, and any well known classes: i.e., the 
minimal series parallel digr digraphs [2], the functional and 
the semi-functional digraphs [2], the Ferrers digraphs [5,9]. 
n Section 2 the basic background material is collected. 
n Section 3 we give several characterizations of adamant digraphs and a 
recognition algorithm which runs in O(n + time, where PZ is the number of 
vertices and m is the number of edges of th graph. 
In Section 4 we consider the subclass of inflexible digraphs. 
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nt[y in 6, there would exist one of the forbidden 
at &(X) r-l J-;(y) = I 
outdegree belonging to I. 
shall prove that any vertex w E &(x) U r;(y) with d+(w) 2 d+(u) must 
b to I. 
In fact let us suppose that there exists a verte such that d+(w) 2 d+(u), 
w E r;(x), w $ T;(y). Then X, y E r;(u) while x (w) and y $ G(w). 
Since d+(w) 3 d+(u) there must exist another vertex, say t, such that t E r&(w) 
and t $ r;(u). Therefore &+I w against the hypothesis. ence 9 is an arboreal 
family. 
tually, a supporting forest 9 can be built as follows. Let -c be an arbitrary 
total strict order in X = Uxev T’(X) = {X : F+(x) # 8). Define a partial order p in 
XbY RT py 3 either P(X) 3 P(y), 
or P’(x) = r+(y) and x <y. 
sse diagram of (X, p) (i.e., the digraph whose vertex set is X and 
is an edge from x to y if x immediately precedes y in p) is the 
rooted forest 9. 
we prove that (iv) + (i). For each x E V let g(x) be the unique element 
that the set of ancestors of g(x) in 9 coincides with r-(x). 
r each ~3’ E V, one has 
+(u) = {Y E v I g(y) is a descendant of u in 9}. 
er u and w have no common descendant in 9 
, or u and w have some common descendant in 
on a same path in S, and therefore P(u) zP(w) or 
nce 6 is adamant. El 
at can be realhzed as 
Step 2: Sort the set X and, conseq subset Ai E d according to 
non-increasing values of the frequency of t 
step 3: Check whether & is arboreal making use or’ the order determined in 
Step 2. 
Step 3 is implemented as folliows ually builds up the forest s 
starting from the empty forest TO this purpose each member Ai is 
scanned in turn. 
Starting from the element of Ai wit cedure explores 
the elements of Ai in non-decreasi ntil the current 
element x = Ai does not belong to the current forest $, x is added to 9. As 
soon as some element of Ai is found tQ belong to g, from this point on the 
procedure checks that the predecessor of x in g is indeed Ai(j - 1): if this test 
fails, & is not arboreal. 
For an earlier prognosis of the case when Se is not arboreal, we make use of an 
auxiliary vector, depth ( . ), whose component depth(x) represents the depth of 
vertex x in the final forest (provided that SQ is indeed arboreal) and is computed 
at the time when x is added to g. 
When scanning the list Ai, the first time (if any) one finds an element x = Ai( j) 
already belonging to 9, one checks that the previously corn 
actually coincides with j - 1: if not, then & is clearly not arboreal. 
Let us examine the computational complexity of the above recognition 
algorithm, where IZ = 1X(, I = 111, mi = JAiI and m = C mi, i E I. 
Step 1 requires Q(m) ile computing the frequencies, one can build for 
each element x, at no e the list Z_@) of all i E ,B such that x E Ai* 
In order to implement Step 2,6ne first makes use of a bucket sort al 
to sort the element of X according to non-increasing frequencies. 
O(n + r) time. Then all Ai, i E I, are simultaneou sorted in Q(m) time by a 
straightforward extension of Algorithm 2.1 1 in [6]. nce Step 2 can be executed 
in Q(n + m + r) time. 
Finally, Step 3 requires O(m) time. ence the overall complexity of the above 
recognition algorithm is O(m + n + t). 
f, in particular, & is the family {T(x) as I s n. Therefore, 
usmg the character%zation f adamant dig eorem l(iv) and the 
above algorithm, one can recognize adamant digraphs in + n) time. 
us now examine the correctness of the algorithm. 
start by giving some definitions. 
A total order =5 in X is said to be proper (w .r. I. d) if 
total order < 
SU 
( !z is an ancestor of 
en the- order =S is consistent, then there is a unique forest 9 satisfying (Tp) i 
Actually, the predecessor in 9 of a vertex k is the element hat precedes k (in the 
total order <) in each Aj containing k. 
. If ti is an arboreal family, every proper order (w.r.t. J@ is consistent. 
n order to prove the thesis it is enough to show the following: 
ere exists a proper and consistent order; 
(b) every proper order can be obtained from any other proper order via a finite 
sequence of interchanges of t-wo CCL *Oscutive elements with the same 
frequency; 
(c) any such interchange preserves consistency. 
Proof of (a). One such order can be iteratively constructed as follows: let 9 by 
any supporting forest. Starting with the empty list, at each step take out from 9 
any leaf with minimal frequency and add it to the current list. The final list will 
contain the elements of X in non-increasing e-order. 
of of (6). Obvious. 
of of(c). Let h and k be two consecutive lements with the same frequency 
in a given proper and consistent order, then one of these two cases must occur: 
i contains both h d k, then h and k are inwmparable in the forest 9 
with the order. ence the supporting forest remains unaltered after 
the interchange. 
(2) h and k belong to a same Ai. Let h be the predecessor of k in 9. We note 
that k must be the unique son of k, otherwise there would be an /Ii containing h, 
but not k, and thus the frequency of h would be greater than the frequency of k. 
ence every descendant p (p #k) of h must be also a descendant of k and the 
terchange between h and k amounts to reversing the order of h and k in each 
containing. them. Cl l 
e calgorithm is correct. 
e algorithm stops when 
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e are now interested in the subclass o those adamant igraphs whose inverse 
digzaph is still adamant. e call then infle~ibIe digraphs. 
eorem 1 we can derive t 
a collection of vertex-disj 
e algorithm of Section 3 can be us 
necessary to run the algorithm 
Nevertheless we think that the f interest since it 
yields the partition of an in 
The algorithm relies on the following lemma. 
3. If G = (V, E) is a Ferrers digraph, then the following property holds: if 
ctly p vertices with positive outdegree, then the 
vertex of G is p- 
Let vi be a vertex of maximum indegree. Since there are p vertices with 
positive outdegree, one must have d-(vi) up. Suppose that d-(vi) <p; then 
there exists at least a vertex vui, with positive indegree, which is not a predecessor 
of vi. me vertex vi has at least one successor vk. From the maximality of d-(v~), 
d-(21,4) s d-(Vj); then there exists at least a vertex v which is a predecessor of vj 
but IlOt Of vk. 
But then the subgraph induced by {IJ~, vj, Vi, vk} belongs to one of the 
forbidden configurations F,, F2 or F3, against the hypothesis that G is a Ferrers 
digraph. 0 
. [f G = (V, E) is a Fearers digraph v E V the subgraph GY spanned by 
the edge-set 
is a Ferrers digraph. 
The above lemmas lead to the fo!!owing recognition algorithm for checking 
whether a digraph G is a Ferrers digraph. Starting from D = G, the algorithm 
checks whether the 
number of vertices of 
consequently G, cannot be a 
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0 cases must occur: 
r each vertex its 
al; we assign to all vertices of 
ces belonging to have been 
the condition of Lemma 3 occurs. Again if this 
satisfied the algorithm stops, si cannot be a Ferrer-s digraph. 
utes the new d” sequence of 
f G has n vertices then we need n steps for ordering the vertices according to 
non-increasing values of d- using a bucket sort technique [6]. The algorithm 
itself, since each edge of G is examined only once, works in O(m) time where ~bz 
ber of edges of 6. 
result deals with symmetric adamant digraphs. Surprisingly, this class 
turns out to contain no members other than threshold graphs [4] and non- 
se able bipartite graphs [6, Chapter 121, or disjoint unions of them. 
cry connected component of a symmetric adamant digraph, upon 
al of o~~e~ta~o~ and loops, is either a threshold graph or a nonseparable 
roof by induction on the number of vertices is not difficult and hence it 
phs properly includes 
y a nested successor 
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